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Formal Epistemology (FE) is a burgeoning area of
philosophical research. It is a branch of mathematical
philosophy (in the sense of LMU’s leading center MCMP).

The Formal Epistemology Workshops (FEW 2004–) have
showcased much of the area’s best research. This will
continue (stay tuned for more on future FEWs. . . ).

Research topics of FE include (among many others).
Formal Representations of Belief (and other attitudes)

See, e.g., [26], [36], [32], [24], [68], [51], [48].

Doxastic & Epistemic Logic (both static and dynamic)

See, e.g., [34], [1], [70], [61], [2], [52], [35].

Decision Theory & Game Theory

See, e.g., [64], [38], [39], [54], [28], [53], [7], [29].

Foundations and Applications of Epistemic Probability

See [16], [21], [71], [32], [62], [31], [57], [3], [69].

Today — A Recent Case Study: Epistemic Utility Theory
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One of the most popular recent topics in FE is epistemic
utility theory (also known as epistemic decision theory).

I will discuss some recent applications of epistemic utility
theory (EUT) — specifically, to the use of EUT to
ground/justify certain epistemic norms and requirements.

The branch of EUT that I’ll be talking about traces back to
the pioneering work of Bruno de Finetti in the 1970’s [16].

de Finetti [16] proved a fundamental theorem of EUT, which
was later re-interpreted and generalized by various
contemporary probabilists, e.g., [60], [40], [41], [58].

I will begin with a geometrical proof of (the simplest case of
a modern reinterpretation of) de Finetti’s Theorem.

Then, I will explain how various generalizations of de
Finetti’s Theorem have led to what is now a blossoming
sub-field of contemporary research within EUT.
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Consider an agent S facing a very simple situation. There is
some contingent claim P , and S is to adopt (numerical)
degrees of confidence (or credence) in P and ¬P .

We’ll assume that S’s credences b(p) are on [0, 1], with
b(p) = 1 corresponding to certainty that p is true and
b(p) = 0 corresponding to certainty that p is false.

In our toy example, we’ll let b(P) = x and b(¬P) = y . This
allows us to visualize the salient space of possible credence
functions on {P,¬P} via a simple Cartesian plot (of the unit
square), with abscissa b(P) and ordinate b(¬P).

Let vw(·) be the indicator function (at world w). That is,
vw(p) = 1 if p is true at w and vw(p) = 0 if p is false at w.

Finally, let I(b, w) be a measure of the gradational
inaccuracy of a credence function b(·) at a world w. This
will be some measure of the “distance” between b(·) and
vw(·), over some salient agenda of propositionsA.
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In our toy case at hand,A= {P,¬P}, b(P) = x and
b(¬P) = y . Following de Finetti, we will assume that
I(b, w) is the (squared) Euclidean distance between the
vectors 〈x, y〉 and 〈vw(P), vw(¬P)〉.
There are just two salient possible worlds here: wP (in
which P is true) and w¬P in which P is false. These
correspond to the two vectors 〈1, 0〉 and 〈0, 1〉. So:

I(b, wP ) = (x − 1)2 + (y − 0)2.

I(b, w¬P ) = (x − 0)2 + (y − 1)2.

If we think of I(b, w) as the epistemic disutility of adopting
credence function b at world w, then we can use epistemic
utility theory to rule out certain credence functions.

It is easy to show that non-probabilistic credence functions
can be ruled out via considerations of accuracy-dominance.
This is de Finetti’s Theorem. We give a geometrical proof (of
the simplest case of dF’s Theorem) on the next slide.
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Simplest case of dF’s Theorem [16]. The diagonal lines are
the probabilistic b’s (on 〈P,¬P〉). The point 〈1, 0〉 (〈0, 1〉)
corresponds to the world in which P is true (false).

Theorem (de Finetti [16]). b is non-probabilistic a ∃ b′(·)
such that I(b′, w) < I(b, w) in every possible world w.

The plot on the left (right) explains the ⇒ (⇐) direction.
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dF’s Theorem generalizes to arbitrary finite agendas. This
was the first EUT-argument for probabilism as a formal,
epistemic coherence requirement for credences.

dF’s theorem has been generalized in various ways [57].
Predd et. al. [58] show that dF’s argument goes through for
any proposition-wise continuous, additive, and proper I .
+ Propriety of I . An inaccuracy measure I(b, w) is proper iff

every probabilistic b expects itself to have at most as great
epistemic disutility (viz., at most as great I-value) as it
expects any other credence function b′ to have.

It is easy to show that (squared) Euclidean distance is
proper. Suppose b is probabilistic, so b(p) = b and
b(¬p) = 1− b; and, let b′(p) = b′. Then Eb[I(b′(p))] is:

b · (b′ − 1)2 + (1− b) · (b′ − 0)2,

which is minimized when b′ = b. �
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Abstracting away from the details, we can see that dF’s
argument is just a special case of a much more general
three step procedure for grounding epistemic requirements
for judgment sets J of type J (over finite agendasA).

Step 1: Identify a precise sense in which individual
judgments j of type J can be (qualitatively) inaccurate (or
alethically defective/imperfect) at a possible world w.

In the case of credences, dF’s argument assumes that b(p) is
inaccurate at a possible world w just in case b(p) ≠ vw(p).

Step 2: Define an inaccuracy score i(j, w) for individual
judgments j of type J. This is a numerical measure of how
inaccurate (in the sense of Step 1) j is (at w). For each set
J = {j1, . . . , jn}, we define its total inaccuracy at w as the
sum of the i-scores of its members: I(J, w) Ö∑

i i(ji, w).

In the case of credences, dF’s argument assumes that
I(b, w) is (squared) Euclidean distance between b(·) and
vw(·) onA, i.e., i(b(p), w) = (b(p)− vw(p))2.
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Step 3: Adopt a fundamental epistemic principle, which uses
I(J, w) to ground a (formal, synchronic, epistemic)
coherence requirement for judgment sets J of type J.

We weren’t clear on Step 3 in our presentation of de Finetti’s
argument. The fundamental epistemic principle there was:

Weak Accuracy-Dominance Avoidance (WADA). b(·)
should not be weakly dominated in inaccuracy (according to
I). More formally, there should not exist a b′ (onA) s.t.

(i) (∀w) [I(b′, w) ≤ I(b, w)], and

(ii) (∃w) [I(b′, w) < I(b, w)].1

Weak dominance principles are typically assumed to be
requirements of rationality in the context of decision theory.

+ Our three step procedure suggests various generalizations
of dF’s argument. I will now discuss some of these.

1Weak and strict accuracy-dominance avoidance are equivalent for
proposition-wise continuous, additive, and proper inaccuracy measures [65].
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In the context of (synchronic2) rational requirements for
(sharp3) credences, various generalizations are possible.

If we replace dF’s notion of “inaccuracy of b(p) at w” in
Step 1 [b(p) ≠ vw(p)] with a different notion — failure to
match the chance function [b(p) ≠ Chw(p)] — then we get
an argument for Lewis’s [50] Principal Principle [56], [8].

If we replace dF’s epistemic principle (WADA) in Step 3 with
a different decision-theoretic principle — Minimax — then
we get an argument for the Principle of Indifference [55].

Kenny Easwaran [18] and I [20, 22], with Rachael Briggs &
Fabrizio Cariani [6] have been exploring generalizations of
dF’s argument to a different type of judgment: full belief.

David McCarthy and I [23, 22] have been working on
generalizations involving comparative confidence.

2There have been various diachronic applications of EUT [49, 30, 19, 37, 5].
3Applications of EUT to imprecise credences seem tricky [66, 67, 59, 4].
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We begin with some background assumptions/notation.

B(p) Ö S believes that p. D(p) Ö S disbelieves that p.

S makes judgments regarding propositions in a (finite)
agenda (A) of (classical4 possible-worlds) propositions.
We’ll use “B” to denote the set of S’s judgments onA.

+ We’re only evaluating explicit judgments (onA) — we
assume nothing about off-A (“implicit”) commitments.

We’ll assume the following about B/D onA. The first
assumption is integral to the framework. The second
assumption is made for simplicity (and can be relaxed).

Accuracy conditions. B(p) [D(p)] is accurate iff p is T [F].

Opinionation. B(p)∨D(p).5

4For generalizations to non-classical semantical structures, see [72].
5Easwaran [18] has shown how to relax Opinionation — see slide 23. We

also assume belief/world independence [9, 29, 12, 46] — see slide 25.
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As always, applying our framework involves three steps.

Step 1: It follows from our accuracy conditions that an
individual belief [disbelief] B(p) [D(p)] is inaccurate at w iff
p is false [true] at w. This step is uncontroversial.

Step 2: Define i(B(p), w) and i(D(p), w). We’ll adopt:

i(B(p), w) Ö



1 if p is false at w

0 otherwise

i(D(p), w) Ö



1 if p is true at w

0 otherwise

Thus, I(B, w) simply counts the number of inaccurate
judgments in B at w. This is the Hamming distance [17].

Step 3: Adopt a fundamental epistemic principle, which
uses I(B, w) to ground a coherence requirement for B.

Branden Fitelson Formal Epistemology 12
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Given our choices at Steps 1 and 2, there is a choice at Step
3 that yields deductive consistency as a requirement for B.

Possible Vindication (PV). There exists some possible world
w at which all of the judgments in B are accurate. Or, to put
this more formally, in terms of I : (∃w)[I(B, w) = 0].

Possible vindication is one way we could go here. But, our
framework is much more general than the classical one. It
allows for many other choices of fundamental principle.

Like Joyce [40, 41] — who makes the analogous move with
credences, to ground probabilism — we retreat from (PV) to
the weaker: avoidance of (weak) dominance in I(B, w).

Weak Accuracy-Dominance Avoidance (WADA).

There does not exist an alternative belief set B′ such that:

(i) (∀w)[I(B′, w) ≤ I(B, w)], and

(ii) (∃w)[I(B′, w) < I(B, w)].

Completing Step 3 in this way reveals new CRs for B. . .
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We want a coherence requirement that can be motivated by
considerations of accuracy. At least, our CRs should be
entailed by the Alethic Ideal — The Truth Norm (TB). One
way to do this is via (PV) — i.e., Alethic Consistency (CB) [63].

+ But, owing to lotteries/prefaces, we [47, 25, 13, 45, 44, 22]
also want CRs that are weaker than Alethic Consistency
(CB) — CRs that are also entailed by the Evidential Ideal (EB).

Our new CRs [e.g., (WADA)] fit the bill, provided we assume
the following “probabilistic-evidentialist” necessary
condition for satisfying the Evidential Ideal for belief (EB).

Necessary Condition for Satisfying (EB). B satisfies (EB), i.e.,
all judgments in B are supported by the evidence, only if:

(R) There exists some Pr-function that probabilifies (i.e., assigns
Pr greater than 1/2 to) each belief in B and dis-probabilifies
(i.e., assigns Pr less than 1/2 to) each disbelief in B.

“Probabilistic-evidentialists” disagree about which Pr(·)
undergirds (EB) [11, 73, 27, 42]; but, they agree on (EB)⇒ (R).
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Here are the logical relationships between key norms:

Alethic Ideal/Truth Norm: (TB)
⇓ 6⇑

Alethic Consistency (viz., CB/PV): (CB)/(PV)
⇓ 6⇑

+ Weak Accuracy-Dominance Avoidance: (WADA)

⇑ 6⇓
Evidential Ideal/Evidential Norm: (EB)

(TB) (EB)

(CB)/(PV)

�w

(EC)

�w

(R) ⇐
====

======⇒

(WADA)

�w

See [22] for a much bigger map w/14 requirements/norms.
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The key to our central theorem that (R)⇒ (WADA) is that
our inaccuracy measure I(B, w) is evidentially proper.

Definition (Evidential Propriety)

Suppose a judgment set J of type J is supported by the evidence. That
is, suppose there exists some evidential probability function Pr(·)
which represents J (in the appropriate sense of “represents” for sets
of type J). If this is sufficient to ensure that J minimizes expected
inaccuracy (relative to Pr), according to the measure of inaccuracy
I(J, w), then we will say that the measure I is evidentially proper.

If an inaccuracy measure is evidentially improper, then
some probabilistically representable judgment sets will be
ruled out as irrational via accuracy-dominance (WADA).

This would engender a conflict between alethic and
evidential requirements for judgment, which is exactly what
coherence requirements are not supposed to do.

In our book [22], evidential propriety plays a central role.
Branden Fitelson Formal Epistemology 16
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The contemporary literature focuses mainly on two types of
non-comparative judgment: belief and credence. Not much
attention is paid to comparative judgment (but see [33]).

It wasn’t always thus. Keynes [43], de Finetti [14, 15] and
Savage [64] all emphasized the importance (and perhaps
even fundamentality) of comparative confidence.

Comparative confidence is a three-place relation between an
agent S (at a time t) and a pair of propositions 〈p, q〉.
p � q means S is strictly more confident in the truth of p
than she is in the truth of q. And, p ∼ q means S is equally
confident in the truth of p and the truth of q.

+ It’s important to think of � and ∼ as autonomous and
irreducibly comparative — i.e., as a kind of comparative
judgment that may not reduce to anything non-comparative.

Next, we make some background assumptions about �, ∼.
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First, we assume that S forms � judgments regarding all
pairs of propositions on some m-proposition agendaA,
drawn from an n-proposition Boolean algebra Bn (m ≤ n).

Second, we assume that � constitutes a strict order (onA).
That is, � satisfies the following two ordering conditions.

Irreflexivity of �. p æ p.

Transitivity of �. If p � q and q � r , then p � r .

Third, we assume that ∼ is an equivalence relation onA.

Reflexivity of ∼. p ∼ p.

Transitivity of ∼. If p ∼ q and q ∼ r , then p ∼ r .

Symmetry of ∼. If p ∼ q, then q ∼ p.

Fourth, we assume our agents S are logically omniscient.

(LO) S respects all logical equivalencies.

+ ∴ If p, q are logically equivalent, then S judges p ∼ q. And,
if S judges p � q, then p, q are not logically equivalent.
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Finally, we assume our agents S have regular �-orderings.

Regularity. If p is contingent, then p � ⊥ and > � p.

Note: in our book [22], we restrict attention to finite
agendas (and finite epistemic possibility spaces) and also to
agendas on which opinionation is not irrational.

Now, we’re ready to go through our three steps for �.

Step 1 involves articulating a precise sense in which an
individual comparative confidence judgment p � q is
inaccurate at w. As usual, we adopt an extensional notion,

which supervenes on the truth-values of the p ∈A at w.

+ An individual comparative confidence judgment p � q is
inaccurate at w iff p � q entails that the ordering � fails to
rank all truths strictly above all falsehoods at w.

Any notion of inaccuracy that also deems p � q inaccurate
if p ≡ q is true at w [41] will be untenable for us. This
follows from our Fundamental Theorem (slide 26).
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On this conception, there are two facts about the inaccuracy
of individual comparative confidence judgments p � q.

Fact 1. If q &¬p is true at w, then p � q is inaccurate at w.

Fact 2. If p . q is true at w, then p ∼ q is inaccurate at w.

Step 2 requires a point-wise inaccuracy measure i(p � q, w).

+ There are two kinds of inaccurate �-judgments (Facts 1 and
2). Intuitively, however, mistaken � judgments should
receive greater i-scores than mistaken ∼ judgments.

How much more inaccurate than ∼ mistakes are �
mistakes? Twice as inaccurate! This also follows from our
Fundamental Theorem (slide 26) regarding the uniqueness
of the resulting proper inaccuracy measure I(�, w).

i(p � q, w) Ö




2 if q &¬p is true at w, and p � q,

1 if p . q is true at w, and p ∼ q,

0 otherwise.
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Step 3 involves the adoption of a fundamental epistemic
principle. Here, we will follow Joyce and adopt:

Weak Accuracy-Dominance Avoidance (WADA). � should
not be weakly dominated in inaccuracy (according to I).
More formally, there should not exist a �′ (onA) such that

(i) (∀w) [I(�′, w) ≤ I(�, w)], and

(ii) (∃w) [I(�′, w) < I(�, w)].

(WADA) entails that � must be fully representable by some
Dempster-Shafer belief function.

+ This is neat — it’s the first (accuracy-based) epistemic
justification for the DS-representability of �.

(WADA) does not entail that � is (even partially)
representable by a probability function.

This is analogous to the full belief case, where probabilistic
representability (R) was also strictly stronger than (WADA).
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Proof of our Fundamental Theorem for B: (R)⇒ (WADA).

Let Pr be a probability function that represents B in sense of (R).
Consider the expected inaccuracy of a belief set — the sum of
Pr(w) · I(B, w). Since I(B, w) is a sum of components for each
proposition (1 if B disagrees with w on the proposition and 0 if they
agree), and since expectations are linear, the expected inaccuracy is
the sum of the expectation of these components. The expectation of
the component for disbelieving p is Pr(p) while the expectation of
the component for believing p is 1− Pr(p). Thus, if Pr(p) > 1/2 then
believing p is the attitude that uniquely minimizes the expectation,
while if Pr(p) < 1/2 then disbelieving p is the attitude that uniquely
minimizes the expectation. Thus, since Pr represents B, this means
that B has strictly lower expected inaccuracy than any other belief
set with respect to Pr. It follows that (a) I(B, w) is (strictly)
evidentially proper, and (b) that no Pr-representable set B can be
weakly I-dominated by any other belief set — i.e., that
(R)⇒ (WADA). Note, also, that this result continues to hold, no
matter what weights we assign to the propositions in the agendaA.
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Kenny has written a paper [18] that explains how to relax
the assumption of Opinionation in our framework.

Our approach is equivalent to assigning (in)accurate
judgments a score of (−1) +1, and calculating the total
score of B (at w) as the sum of the scores of all p ∈A.

Kenny’s Generalizations: (a) allow scores of −w and +r,
where w ≥ r > 0, and (b) allow S to suspend on p [S(p)],
where all suspensions are given a neutral score of zero.

This generalization of our framework leads to an elegant
analogue of our central Theorem that (R) entails (WADA).

Theorem. An agent S will avoid (strict) dominance in total
score if their belief set B can be represented as follows:

(R) There exists a probability function Pr(·) such that, ∀p ∈A:

B(p) iff Pr(p) > w
r+w ,

D(p) iff Pr(p) < 1− w
r+w ,

S(p) iff Pr(p) ∈
[
1− w

r+w , w
r+w

]
.
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We (along with Rachael Briggs and Fabrizio Cariani) [6] are
investigating various applications of this new approach.

One interesting application is to judgment aggregation. E.g.,

Majority rule aggregations of the judgments of a bunch of
agents — each of whom satisfy (PV) — need not satisfy (PV).

Q: does majority rule preserve our notion of coherence, viz.,
is (WADA) preserved by MR? A: yes (on simple, atomic +
truth-functional agendas), but not on all possible agendas.

There are (not merely atomic + truth-functional) agendas A
and sets of judges J (|A| ≥ 5, |J| ≥ 5) that (severally) satisfy
(WADA), while their majority profile violates (WADA).

But, if a set of judges is (severally) consistent [i.e., satisfy
(PV)], then their majority profile must satisfy (WADA).

+ Recipe. Wherever B-consistency runs into paradox,
substitute coherence (in our sense), and see what happens.
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Michael Caie [9] writes about an example involving
self-reference, which causes problems for dF-style
(accuracy-dominance) arguments for probabilism.

There are analogous examples for full belief. Consider:

(P ) S does not believe that P . [¬B([P\).]

One can argue (Caie-style) that the only non-dominated
(opinionated) belief sets on {P,¬P} are {B(P), B(¬P)} and
{D(P), D(¬P)}, which are both ruled-out by (R).

P ¬P B(P) B(¬P) B(P) D(¬P) D(P) B(¬P) D(P) D(¬P)
w1 F T − + − − × × × ×
w2 T F × × × × − − − +

The “×”s indicate that these worlds are ruled-out (a priori)
by the definition of P . As such, the only non-dominated
belief sets seem to be {B(P), B(¬P)} and {D(P), D(¬P)}.
If this reasoning is correct, then (P ) breaks our framework.
See [10, 29, 12, 46] for more on belief/world dependence.
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Theorem. a := 2; b := 0 is the only assignment to a, b ensuring

the following definition of i yields an evidentially proper I(�, w).

i(p � q, w) Ö




a if q &¬p is true in w, and p � q,

b if q ≡ p is true in w, and p � q,

1 if p . q is true in w, and p ∼ q,

0 otherwise.

Let m4 = Pr(p & q), m3 = Pr(¬p & q), and m2 = Pr(p &¬q). Then, the
propriety of i is equivalent to the following (universal) claim. And, the
only assignment that makes this (universal) claim true is a := 2; b := 0.

m2 +m4 > m3 +m4 ⇒



a ·m3 + b · (1− (m2 +m3)) ≤ a ·m2 + b · (1− (m2 +m3))
&

a ·m3 + b · (1− (m2 +m3)) ≤ m2 +m3




&

m2 +m4 = m3 +m4 ⇒



m2 +m3 ≤ a ·m2 + b · (1− (m2 +m3))
&

m2 +m3 ≤ a ·m3 + b · (1− (m2 +m3))
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